
The energetic grid of the earth

The earth is circled in a grid of light, its called the global grid matrix or sometimes referred
to as ley lines, its not some fantastical idea it’s existence is scientifically proven, it’s a living
electromagnetic 3D force field that runs through and around the world, through lands and
seas. This powerful grid is what whales and dolphins use to navigate themselves around the
world. All living creatures are sustained and impacted by this electromagnetic grid of light
energy, as we live our lives our own electromagnetic energy field of light connects with and
feeds back and forwards into and from the grid. The earths energy grid is impacted and
connected to the stellar grid of light, the galaxies of stars and planets are all radiating light
and energy which can be seen, however most of the electromagnetic light energy is beyond
our vision but it does exist. Nasa explains it best!

What is the electromagnetic spectrum?

“The electromagnetic spectrum consists of all the different wavelengths of electromagnetic
radiation, including light, radio waves, and X-rays. We name regions of the spectrum rather
arbitrarily, but the names give us a general sense of the energy of the radiation; for example,
ultraviolet light has shorter wavelengths than radio light. The only region in the entire
electromagnetic spectrum that our eyes are sensitive to is the visible region.



Gamma rays have the shortest wavelengths, < 0.01 nanometers (about the size of an atomic
nucleus). This is the highest frequency and most energetic region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Gamma rays can result from nuclear reactions and from processes taking place in
objects such as pulsars, quasars, and black holes.
X-rays range in wavelength from 0.01 – 10 nm (about the size of an atom). They are 
generated,
for example, by super-heated gas from exploding stars and quasars, where temperatures are
near a million to ten million degrees.
Ultraviolet radiation has wavelengths of 10 – 310 nm (about the size of a virus). Young, hot
stars produce a lot of ultraviolet light and bathe interstellar space with this energetic light.
Visible light covers the range of wavelengths from 400 – 700 nm (from the size of a molecule
to
a protozoan). Our sun emits the most of its radiation in the visible range, which our eyes 
perceive
as the colors of the rainbow. Our eyes are sensitive only to this small portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
Infrared wavelengths span from 710 nm – 1 millimeter (from the width of a pinpoint to the 
size
of small plant seeds). At a temperature of 37 degrees C, our bodies give off infrared 
wavelengths
with a peak intensity near 900 nm.
Radio waves are longer than 1 mm. Since these are the longest waves, they have the lowest
energy and are associated with the lowest temperatures. Radio wavelengths are found
everywhere: in the background radiation of the universe, in interstellar clouds, and in the cool
remnants of supernova explosions, to name a few. “ hubblesite.org
Interesting if nothing else 
What does this have to do with the angels I hear you ask ! The angels connect energetically
to earth through the stellar frequencies from the realms where they exist, angels are found
in many dimensions in the universe and though they themselves are bodies of light energy
themselves they are often connected to specific physical places where they exist on a higher
level of frequency. For example Arcturian angels are connected to Arcturus and Lyran angels
are connected to Lyra, both different star systems in our physical universe. It is through this



energetic connection to these star systems that they can access the energetic grid system of
the earth and connect their energy to us through the elements and crystals.

Interestingly some people are incarnated as Earth angels, a topic we will cover more later,
but these people have a specific soul connection to the angelic realm and as such they
become two way conduits for the frequencies from the angelic realms to pass into the
global grid matrix and also for earth frequencies to pass back there. It’s a two pronged
approach ! They can send the pure angelic frequencies through the stellar and earth grid
and also do it by having incarnated earth angels living here, who connect with their realm
through the stellar gateway chakra about 6 feet above your head.

The Elements

The four Watchtower Archangels who guard the four cardinal points of North, South, East
and West have a responsibility to guard over one of the four elements in nature, for Raphael
its Air, for Gabriel its water, for Uriel its earth and for Michael it is fire.
“Ancient man, whilst studying the nature of existence, discovered that the four mighty
elements, which governed life, were fundamental to all manifestation. Understanding
themselves as part of manifestation, these ancient people searched for the elements within
themselves.

These elements were:-Air, Fire, Water, Earth.

As their thoughts were free moving, and unseen, they likened them to the element Air.



As their desires burned in their breasts, so they likened this to the element Fire
As tears flowed in response to their feelings, so they likened this to the element Water.
And, as the stability of their bodies, like the planet they lived upon, was the basis of survival,
so this then represented the element Earth.
Extending this understanding, it was thus decided that there were four inner requirements
for lasting happiness.” Order of the White Lion
Through this very human experience of the elements on a physical level within our own
bodies we are making an energetic angelic connection.

Through Archangel Raphael, we connect with Air and our heart chakra. The heart chakra
orchestrates healing throughout the body and hence Raphael is known as the Archangel of
Healing. When we breathe a sigh of relief we are releasing tension and worry from our
body, unburdening our hearts if you will. We let go through the breath and the organs
associated with it, the heart and lungs. There are many spiritual practises that focus on the
breath and as a rule they focus on the breathing out and letting go of the old, and the
inhalation of new spirit energy whilst in meditation.

Through Archangel Michael we connect with the element of fire and our solar plexus chakra
which glows a flaming yellow colour. It is our fire and drive and our centre of power.
Archangel Michael is known as the Archangel of Protection as he wields the sword of justice,
he stands in his power in integrity and shows us how to hold our light in situations where
our power “ our fire” is being depleted.

Through Archangel Gabriel we connect with the element of water and our naval chakra, the
seat of our emotions. When we become emotionally overwhelmed this area of the body
can experience physical symptoms like stomach cramps or feelings of sickness, it is through
the release of tears that these painful emotions can start their release process and the body
can begin to heal. It is at moments like these where we go into total surrender as we realise
that we can no longer hold onto painful issues and emotions. I see tears as a real blessing
and for the angels when you cry, they will always come and stand near you. This process is
orchestrated by Archangel Gabriel.

Through Archangel Uriel we connect with the element of Earth and our base chakra, our
stability and grounding. We are spiritual beings living a physical existence, we choose to
forget our spiritual selves when we incarnate here, I believe the memories of it would make
us not want to stay to carry out what we have chosen to do on earth. There are those who
do have these memories, especially the crystal children who are being born on the earth at
the moment and it makes it hard to live in this reality. However, all of us carry on some
level the deep wounding of grief from our disconnection to the light realms. Many of you
may have spent your life feeling like you don’t belong and that you are not home. It is the
role of Archangel Uriel to connect us to the physical earth so that we feel safe to be here
and present in our bodies. Through feeling safe to be here we can go out into the world to
create our physical reality.

The Elemental Beings

In the elements of the earth exist the elemental beings who work alongside the Archangels,
they are the working team on earth and everything they do they do for us and the earth to



keep it in balance. It is a really important role that plays out on a universal level, you will
remember that we discussed how the energetic grid is connected to the stellar grids of light
in the universe emanating from stars, planets and galaxies. If the frequency of the grid of
our earth starts to distort it impacts everything it connects with not just us, but the whole
universe! So as part of that the angelic realm and the elemental beings work together to
clear the elements so that our energy grid is sparkling!!! Interestingly the Earth is referred to
in the spiritual realms as the place of healing.
There are many elemental beings that work hard to sustain life for us on the planet;

Archangel Michael works with the element of Fire and is supported in the Elemental
Kingdom by the Salamander who is known as the fire spirit.

Salamander is an intensely shy and elusive reptile of the Animal Kingdom. It descended
from the first vertebrates to move from water onto land and has been called a “living fossil”
the earliest known salamander lived about 150 million years ago during the Jurassic period.
The word salamander is of Greek origin and translates roughly to “Fire Lizard”. In mythology
Salamander resembles the real salamander in appearance, but makes its home in fires, the
hotter the better, enduring them without harm. This myth may have originated in Europe
from the real “fire salamander”, which hibernates in and under rotting logs are put on
indoor fires. Salamander is also supposed to receive nourishment from fire, move through it
unscathed and extinguish fire either with skin secretions of the extreme coldness of its
body. Other myths say it is so poisonous it can poison the fruit on a tree by wrapping itself
around it.

Salamander feeds your life force; it filters through the fire element and therefore sustains
the energy for you to continue and complete what you need to do. It enables you to master
the power of diversity and also gives you the inner power and knowledge to deal with lifes´
demands. It enables you to master the power of diversity and also gives you the inner
power and knowledge to deal with life´s demands. Most importantly, Salamander supports



you to obtain and develop endurance and wisdom to deal with any adversity that may come
along.”

Archangel Raphael works with the element of air and is supported in the Elemental
Kingdom by the Sylph who is known as the air spirit.

Sylph is the most evolved elemental air spirit or fairy. It has a perfect adult human form
and great wings which fold behind it when not in use. It is easy to communicate with
because of its superior intellect. It is also known as a “wind singer” as it is sometimes
mistaken for an angel.

Its wings allow it to soar high into the heavens. It is believed to be an offshoot of the sidhe,
a great bird of the mountains-winged ruler of the dreamtime, powerful, majestic and
ethereal. Sylph has the ability to shape-shift and may even take on another form. It lives
within the air element so prefers to reside on mountaintops. It assists humans to obtain
positive desires and inspires their creativity.

Like the sidhe, Sylph has an ancient and proud legacy. It is very regal in manner and
bearing. It honours its word and protects until death. Sadly, fewer and fewer are flying as
the modern world creeps in. The few that are left, however, are choosing to come down
from the mountaintops and re-join society to support the changes now occurring within our
world. They are re-establishing the honour, glory and majesty inherent in their own kind.”

Sylph supports the healing process of our male and female `lines of force` to keep us in
balance with the electromagnetic light grid of the earth. They also support the rejuvenation



of the central nervous system and clear energetic weaknesses within the lungs and brain,
thereby releasing stress related pressure in the mental and emotional body. Sylph helps us
maintain a sense of balance at all times. Sylphs also bring through the magical healing
properties created by the air and Fairy/Angelic Realms, creating more manifestation,
passion and divine love in our lives.

Archangel Uriel works with the element of earth and is supported in the elemental
kingdom by the Gnome who is known as the earth spirit,

“they are also referred to as one of the “little people” because their average height is only
15 centimetres. Their feet are slightly pigeon-toed, giving them extra advantage in speed
and agility. Gnomes have expressive faces, bright, intelligent eyes, pointy ears and are very
strong and sturdy. According to Paraclesus, Gnomes are the most important elemental spirit
of the earth element.

Gnomes originated in northern Europe in the highlands of Scandinavia, migrating to the
lowlands about 1500 years ago. Over time they entered into the inner dimensions of the
Earth and now co-exists with the Fairy Kingdom. However, some have now migrated back
to the surface and live in relatively untouched, wild, fertile areas, removed and relatively
hidden from more populated areas of the world. Gnomes are largely subterranean and
have been known to live in secluded rock caves or within large trees with hidden entrances.
Gnomes are known to have a strong connection to the Animal Kingdom and sometimes free
wildlife from man-made traps. Because of its love for the Animal Kingdom it is generally
vegetarian, mostly eating herbs, grains, fruit, beans, potatoes or any other edible vegetation
in its immediate environment.

The word “gnome” is said to be associated with the Greek gnosis, meaning knowledge.
According to myth, Gnome hoards secret knowledge just as it hoards treasure. In Germanic
fairy tales, such as the Brothers Grimm, it often resembles a gnarled old man living deep
underground guarding buried treasure. In some traditions it is a small, mischievous sprite or
goblin. In Iceland, Gnome is so respected, roads are re-routed around areas where it is said
to live.

Gnome allows you to reclaim your sense of connection to the Earth and thereby receive a



magical healing response, not only from the Earth herself, but also from the other kingdoms
of the Earth, such as the Animal, Mineral and Plant Kingdoms. Through this connection your
body will be able to make the necessary changes to respond to the Earth changes and
ascend with her at this vital time of transition.

Archangel Gabriel works with the element of water and is support by the Undine in the
Elemental Kingdom, who is known as the water spirit.

Undine exists within the crystallised structure of water, which is geometrically similar to the
geometries that sustain the formation or the crystals themselves. These etheric geometric
structures are like Doorways into the different ethereal dimensions that are created more of
ether. Undine lives within these parallel worlds but sometimes embodies more liquid in its
ethereal form to enter into the ocean depths. It can then experience the sensation of the
different crystallised properties sustained within the water here on Earth. Through entering
into the depths of the ocean it can also interconnect and play with the many species that
live here, from the different varieties of fish through to the dolphins and whales. Some
people have said they have seen Undine manifest like a mermaid- the upper part of the
body being the form of a human female and the lower half like a fish tail.

Undine helps support the crystallisation of water, which is the substance from which the
human body is primarily formed. When the body is born into the physical world, it then
sustains around 70% water, in relationship with the Earth´s surface, which is also made-up
of 70% water, consisting of lakes, dams, rivers and the vast volumes of the oceans
themselves.

Through the Undine we are energetically supported to create a healing and purification
process of the physical body and also to clear painful emotions that have been suppressed
from deep within the psyche. The majestic Arcturian Archangels (around 12 feet tall)
support the Undine to crystallise the water on our planet. Undine heals inner-pain and
activates the frequency of the vibrational sound spectrum around every atom so that,
eventually, all dis-ease can be healed on first a soul level and then in the body and
consciousness itself.


